Introduction
When it comes to the current state of government transparency, Jamie Drummond, the executive director of the ONE Campaign, identifies two defining trends: 1) growing public demand for transparency and accountability like that which characterized the Arab Spring, and 2) increased fears over deficits and spending cuts driven by the economic crisis. According to Drummond, donor agencies could help safeguard their budgets by embracing the transparency and accountability agenda. In addition to ensuring that their own aid flows to country partners are transparent, donors should demand that "all national budgets, including payments from extractive companies, [are] transparent all the way through. If this does not happen soon, progressive nations should stop aid to developing country governments that hide or obscure their budgets from their people." 2 So, how much influence do donors have over the budget processes and practices of their partner governments? An analysis of the findings from the International Budget Parnternship's (IBP) Open Budget Survey 2010 (OBS) -an biennial, independent crosscountry assessment of how open and accountable central governments are in managing public resources -found that external pressure from donors led recipient governments, in some cases, to improve budget transparency. 3 This evidence supports the argument -a key recommendation from the IBP's Open Budget Initiative's advocacy efforts -that donors should incentivize their aid to countries in a manner that supports improvements in budget transparency. 4 This paper presents research that sought to document how, when, and why three donor agencies -the U.S. Department of State, the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), and the U.K. Department for International Development -have adopted the Open Budget Index in language and practice; assesses the contributions of the Open Budget Initiative and its partners to achieving these apparent advocacy successes; and analyzes other factors that may have influenced the decision of these three donors to use the language and methodology advocated by the Open Budget Initiative. 5 The three donor agencies analyzed in this report all follow a framework that seeks to promote greater budget transparency. They all also, in one way or another, make use of the Open Budget Index (a comparative measure of a government's level of budget transparency drawn from the OBS) as part of the process of doing so. The U.S. Department of State requires central governments to meet fiscal transparency criteria to obtain U.S. foreign assistance, and it uses the Open Budget Index, among other sources of information, to assess whether countries fulfill this obligation. 6 This requirement applies to all U.S. aid to central governments regardless of the implementation agency, such as the MCC. In addition to using the Open Budget Index as required by the Department of State, the MCC recently used it as an actionable governance indicator to directly assess government progress in controlling corruption. Finally, DFID, the U.K.'s ministry responsible for international development projects and programs, recently made budget transparency, as assessed by the Open Budget Index, a criterion linked to receiving U.K. budget support -i.e., channeling aid funds through the government's budget, not through a separate fund or other "off budget" mechanism -and has advocated for the European Commission to do the same. 7 The research for three cases presented below used a process-tracing methodology that aims to understand how the three development agencies decided to use the Open Budget Index. As such, the narratives incorporate formal and informal actions taken by the Open Budget Initiative and other stakeholders, while acknowledging the wider political environment the donor agencies faced. The analysis based on this process-tracing methodology relies heavily on interviews (all recorded and transcribed); data from hearings, meetings, and events; official communications; policy documents; and media articles. However, all methodologies have limitations, and the main challenge with this methodology was access, both to documented data that may not be in the public domain and to the small number of people who have specific knowledge on the various factors involved. 8 The findings of the study are presented as follows: Section 2 discusses fiscal transparency as a policy agenda in the United States before introducing the case of the U.S. Department of State in section 2.1 and the case of the MCC in section 2.2. Section 3 provides a similar overview of the transparency agenda in the United Kingdom before focusing in section 3.1 on DFID's policy with regard to budget transparency. Section 4 presents conclusions drawn from the three case studies.
that targets donor agencies, extractive companies, and aid-recipient governments (Epstein, 2011) .
The growing prominence of issues around fiscal transparency led to the creation of a new international initiative called the Open Government Partnership. In 2009 the U.S. Department of State asked the Open Budget Initiative to help develop an international governance agenda, which led to a proposal for a global fiscal transparency initiative. The Open Budget Initiative was informally asked to submit its input on the proposal, and some funding for an initiative was set aside, and meetings were convened with the MCC, the U.S. Treasury, USAID, and the U.S. Department of State. 10 Instead of the proposed fiscal transparency initiative, however, the U.S. government decided to support a broader transparency initiative -the Open Government Partnership (OGP) -which included fiscal transparency as one component.
The OGP, which was initiated by the U.S. and Brazilian governments, was launched in September 2011. In the short time since it was launched, the OGP has grown to include 50 countries, and several dozen additional countries are likely to join in the near future. Fiscal transparency is one of four minimum eligibility criteria for countries wishing to join the OGP, and will be assessed using the Open Budget Index.
11 "Two points will be awarded for publication of each of two essential documents (Executive's Budget Proposal and Audit Report) for open budgets, using a subset indicator from the 2010 Open Budget Index, conducted by the International Budget Partnership, which covers 94 countries."
12 While the eight founding governments made commitments to take specific, concrete actions to increase their openness at the September 2011 launch of the OGP, the rest of the participating countries have until April 2012 to make their specific and measurable commitments. In December 2011 the International Budget Partnership published a briefing note that includes recommendations for these countries based on insights gained from an analysis of the commitments made by the first wave of eight countries. The recommendations highlight the availability and accessibility of the eight budget documents recommended by international good practices, as well as the detailed guidelines to countries offered by the Open Budget Survey.
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Parallel to the OGP, work is also underway to establish another international multistakeholder policy initiative specifically focused on fiscal transparency: the Global Initiative for Fiscal Transparency (GIFT). The IBP's Open Budget Initiative is heavily involved in these efforts. These justifications for focusing on fiscal transparency link the U.S. Department of State's fiscal transparency agenda to both the policy priority of promoting good governance and accountability in developing countries, and the agency's need to ensure that limited aid funding is spent in the best way possible.
17
The U.S. Department of State made fiscal transparency a requirement for receiving U.S. assistance a couple of years before the abovementioned larger transparency agenda had emerged, and without formal advocacy efforts on the part of the Open Budget Initiative. This requirement was made strongly and explicitly through the Appropriations Act for fiscal year 2008, though provisions in the Appropriations Act for 2003 had already acknowledged that many countries receiving U.S. assistance lack fiscal transparency, thus undermining the effectiveness of U.S. assistance. 18 In fact, the 2008 Appropriations Act stated that no development assistance from the U.S. would be given to countries in which central governments failed to make their national budgets (revenues and expenditures) publicly available on an annual basis.
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Reporting requirement and issuing of waivers based on levels of fiscal transparency in recipient countries As with the provisions from 2003, a reporting requirement on the level of fiscal transparency in countries where central governments receive U.S. assistance was included in the 2008 act. The U.S. Department of State's Office of Monetary Affairs prepares this report, which constitutes the basis on which the State Department assesses a country's compliance with the fiscal transparency requirement and, thereby, its eligibility for U.S. assistance. The Office of Monetary Affairs' assessment pays particular attention to changes related to fiscal transparency in countries that had been judged to be out of compliance in the previous year. Three main sources of information feed into the final assessment. The first is information from U.S. embassies and country offices in the countries that receive U.S. assistance (this information highlights recent changes and progress at country level). Annex 1 lists the questions and methodological guidelines given to country offices for reporting purposes. The second source of information comes from the Open Budget Index. Three country cases in the 2008 report -Bulgaria, Egypt, and Georgia -specifically refer to the countries' performance on the Open Budget Index. 20 The last source of information is International Monetary Fund reports on fiscal transparency. Together, these three sources of information are thought to provide a comprehensive picture of a country's level of fiscal transparency, both in absolute terms and in terms of changes over the past year. 21 However, judging from the manner in which the country cases were presented in the 2008 report, there does not appear to be a clear methodology on which countries are judged to be fiscally transparent or not. In addition, while the report from 2008 was publicly disseminated, country assessments for subsequent years have not been made public, making it difficult for interested parties outside the U.S. Department of State to evaluate the standards used to assess fiscal transparency in line with the requirements in the Appropriations Acts.
While the reporting requirement potentially supports the leveraging of U.S. foreign assistance for greater fiscal transparency, Appropriations Acts from 2008 onward also have included a waiver clause that allows countries with low levels of fiscal transparency to continue receiving U.S. assistance, if doing so is in the national interest of the United States. 22 The U.S. Department of State issued a blanket waiver for fiscal year 2008; however, new waiver provisions were established for the subsequent year. After 2008 the criteria for assessing whether countries require a waiver include the public availability of their budget, substantial doubt about the credibility of the budget, or a significant level of extra-budgetary or nondisclosed revenue or expenditure, resulting in a significant lack of transparency in the budget. 23 In 2009 34 countries required waivers (with a further 13 countries being perceived as borderline sufficiently transparent). Without a clear methodology for judging whether countries are adequately transparent, fulfilling the fiscal transparency requirement risked becoming a rather discretionary and nontransparent process on the part of the U.S. Department of State. The Appropriations Act for fiscal year 2012 (passed on 14 December 2011) took steps to clarify the fiscal transparency requirement and now states that minimum standards for fiscal transparency that reflect best practices should be developed and used. 26 The act also states that the annual determination of "progress" or "no progress" for countries that do not meet these minimum standards will be made publicly available in an annual Fiscal Transparency Report, making the process of adhering to the Appropriations Act more transparent and less discretionary.
While the 2012 act retains the waiver provision, this clause now stresses the need for countries to make progress, stating that a waiver must identify recent steps taken by the recipient government to publicly disclose its national budget. The waiver request must also include specific recommendations for short-and long-term steps that can be taken to improve budget transparency and identify benchmarks for measuring progress. Finally, the new provision raises the amount of financial support available to governments that want to improve their fiscal transparency and, furthermore, includes a provision for in-country civil society organizations working to improve budget transparency to benefit from such earmarked funding. 27 With its new minimum standards and requirement to report progress, the 2012 Appropriations Act paves the way for greater use of the Open Budget Index's methodology, and the additional support for civil society could support the work that the Open Budget Initiative's local partners do in their countries to increase budget transparency and accountability.
The Open Budget Initiative's efforts to change legislation concerning fiscal transparency A central question for this case study is to what extent can recent changes in U.S. policy with regard to the fiscal transparency requirement be attributed to the Open Budget Initiative's advocacy efforts. While the Open Budget Initiative has advocated for improvements in the requirement directly with the U.S. Congress, these advocacy efforts have been directed mainly at the Foreign Relations Committee, not the Appropriations Committee.
The Open Budget Initiative, along with the ONE Campaign and the Modernizing Foreign Assistance Network, recently proposed to the U.S. Senate a Fiscal Transparency Act of 2011. The act would establish minimum standards of fiscal transparency based on those in the Open Budget Survey for governments of countries that receive foreign assistance from the U.S. 28 During an interview for this case study in December 2011, Lori Rowley, a staff member of the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, explained that a discussion was 26 These should include public disclosure of budget documentation, such as receipts and expenditures by ministry and through government contracts, licenses for natural resource extraction, and bidding and concession allocation practices. 27 U.S. Department of State, Consolidated Appropriations Act 2012. 28 Proposed Fiscal Transparency Act of 2011, discussion draft. Measures include publishing the budget proposal from the executive of the country, as well as a budget as enacted by the legislator of the country, a year-end report on the budget outcomes that includes all off-budget revenues and expenditures, and a report containing an audit of the budgetary outcomes of the country.
taking place at that time among Senate staff in the Senate about fiscal transparency standards. She said, "We are trying to make this act not an annual one but a reoccurring one, and that is why the Foreign Affairs Committee is involved."
29 It thus appears that the Open Budget Initiative managed to seize a window of opportunity to engage fruitfully with the U.S. Congress through the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee on the issue of fiscal transparency.
In terms of influencing the language in the annual Appropriations Act, however, the story is different. While the Open Budget Initiative submitted a letter to the Senate Appropriations Committee, along with the Open Budget Survey 2010 report, the committee did not respond positively to this advocacy effort. According to the Open Budget Initiative, "We wanted the 2012 language to be even stronger but were not successful in getting our suggestion into the appropriations. It was not that our suggestion was rejected, but rather we did not do a good enough job in implementing a legislative advocacy strategy. We focused on getting an authorizing law (with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee) and did not know about the appropriations bill until it was almost too late to do anything."
30 Nonetheless, the final language in the 2012 Appropriations Act turned out to align more closely with the Open Budget Initiative's recommendations than had been the case in previous Appropriations Acts. Thus the advocacy efforts, while not entirely successful, may have indirectly contributed to changing the language in the 2012 act.
Therefore, while the 2012 Appropriations Act appears to reflect many of the concerns and recommendations advocated by the Open Budget Initiative -i.e., development of minimum standards for fiscal transparency, a requirement to make annual country reports publicly available, and financial support to in-country accountability stakeholders -the impact of the Open Budget Initiative can only be said to have been indirect.
Conclusion
For the U.S. Department of State, fiscal transparency language had been included in the annual Appropriations Act as early as 2003, although it became more of a requirement for continued assistance in the 2008 Appropriations Act. Although some of the country reports from 2008 made use of the Open Budget Index, the Open Budget Initiative was not actively involved at this stage in advocating for a strong regulatory focus on fiscal transparency, or for the department's use of its index in evaluating country compliance. In the past couple of years, however, the Open Budget Initiative has actively engaged the U.S. Congress through the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to use a clearer and less discretionary methodology, like that in the Open Budget Index, when assessing countries' levels of fiscal transparency. Though there has been progress with regard to the language of the most recent Appropriations Act, this can, at best, be indirectly attributed to the Open Budget Initiative's advocacy efforts.
It will be interesting to see the extent to which the 2012 country reports, which will be made public, make use of the Open Budget Index compared to the latest available report from 2008. It might be expected to see greater use of the index in the 2012 reports because over time it has both established itself as a rigorous, credible measure of fiscal transparency and generated time-series data, and because of the Open Budget Initiative's increased presence as an advocacy actor vis-à-vis the U.S. Congress. However, the Open Budget Index methodology may not fully resonate with the current needs of the U.S. Department of State as explained by a representative of the Office of Monetary Affairs: "We are really trying to find out what is happening on the ground right now. The Open Budget Initiative is looking at data that is a little bit older. For our purposes, we are really interested in knowing exactly what has happened in the past year." 31
Millennium Challenge Corporation: the Open Budget Index as an actionable governance indicator
The Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) is one of several U.S. agencies that deliver development assistance, and as such is subject to the fiscal transparency regulations set out in the Appropriations Acts. This, however, is usually not a concern for the MCC, whichbecause it selects countries for assistance based on the quality of their governance -tends to work with countries that are relatively transparent.
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When the MCC was launched in 2004, it was decided that the agency should give aid through a competitive selection process, which is slightly different than other U.S. agencies. The MCC identifies eligible countries for their "Compact" agreements from a set of objective and quantifiable indicators for three areas of governance: ruling justly, investing in people, and encouraging economic freedom (see Annex 2) . While fiscal transparency is not an eligibility criterion in itself, two of the indicators that fall under "ruling justly" -Control of Corruption and Voice & Accountability -are, in part, implicit measures of a government's commitment to budget transparency. The Voice & Accountability indicator actually includes the Open Budget Index as one of its sources of data. These indicators are renewed on an annual basis, taking into account public comments and consultations with a range of experts in the development community and the U.S. government. To date, the Open Budget Initiative has not been consulted in this process but should consider having a greater presence in future years' consultations. For fiscal year 2012, the Voice & Accountability indicator will be revised to replace the Open Budget Index witha measure of freedom of information. The Open Budget Index will thereby cease to be a primary data source in the MCC's eligibility indicators.
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For fiscal year 2012, the MCC also carefully considered making the Open Budget Index an indicator in its own right. However, the fact that the Open Budget Index does not cover all lower income countries and comes out every other year rather than every year was mentioned as a reason for not doing so. In addition, the inclusion of an additional indicator was rejected lest the scorecard become too large and crowded with indicators. 
The Open Budget Index as an actionable governance indicator
While the Open Budget Index was not chosen to be one of the MCC's 22 eligibility indicators for 2012, it will be used in an alternative way -as an actionable governance indicator that will be used to assess countries' progress in controlling corruption.
The single indicator used to measure corruption, or control thereof, constitutes the only "hard hurdle" among the MCC's eligibility indicators (i.e., the only indicator that countries need to score above the median to be considered eligible for MCC funding). The current indicator that is based on the Worldwide Governance Indicator's Control of Corruption Index, however, is methodologically problematic. Because the indicator is based on perceptions of corruption and is not linked to clear government actions, it is difficult to judge the intentions and progress of governments in terms of controlling corruption. In addition, for fiscal year 2012 the MCC would need to base its decision on the 2010 Control of Corruption Index, again masking any recent progress made at country level. This time is also a weakness of the OBI as an eligibility indicator. As such, the MCC has a clear interest in using more actionable governance data to judge how well or badly governments are controlling corruption.
Since making budgets transparent is a concrete action taken by governments that has the potential to help root out corruption, the Open Budget Index's assessment of budget transparency could be a strong complement to the Control of Corruption Index.
35 Going forward, the Open Budget Index's methodology will be especially useful in judging the eligibility of new countries for MCC assistance that score close to the median on the control of corruption indicator, as well as in the process of assessing countries for which the MCC has a particular wish to judge progress (e.g., for re-electing countries for subsequent Compact agreements). This is what happened in early 2011 when the MCC asked the International Budget Partnership to help with its assessment of Honduras, as described below.
Making use of the Open Budget Index methodology: the case of Honduras When the MCC board met in December 2010 to decide on new Compact agreements, Honduras's scorecard showed that the country scored slightly below median on the Control of Corruption Index (although this score was statistically indistinguishable from a country whose corruption score was above median). Because Honduras was such a marginal case, especially given that any actions taken by the new government (from February 2010) would not have been reflected in the Control of Corruption Index for reasons explained above, and because its first Compact was deemed to have produced positive development results, the MCC decided to take a different approach to the Honduran case. It agreed with the new government of Honduras on a 24-month Policy Improvement Plan (which started in March 2011) that aimed to improve the country's performance in terms of accountable governance, enhanced management of public resources, and fiscal transparency. In accordance with the plan, the Honduran government's progress will be judged annually using two actionable governance indicators: the Open Budget Index and a Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability Assessment (PEFA). In the 2010 Open Budget Index, Honduras scored poorly (11 out of 100) and had received equally poor results in the PEFA assessment from 2009. However, because the 2010 Open Budget Index was based on data gathered in 2009, the MCC would not be able to use the index to judge progress on the Honduran Policy Improvement Plan.
The MCC, therefore, requested that the Open Budget Initiative, together with its local research partner organization, the Honduran Fundación Democracia sin Fronteras, use the Open Budget Index methodology to assess Honduras' budget transparency in real time. "We contacted the International Budget Partnership and asked them to do an off-cycle report for Honduras. We did not want to wait until the new Open Budget Index came out but wanted to know if there had been any changes from the low score Honduras got in the latest Open Budget Index. So, we decided to fund a Honduras organization (linked to IBP), so we did not pay any money to the International Budget Partnership."
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The same was done with the PEFA. These two analyses were then compared with the 2010 indices and used by the MCC to judge the Honduran government's progress in implementing its Policy Improvement Plan.
38 These two assessments gave the MCC information that was more up to date, more specific than the Control of Corruption Index, and more closely tied to government actions. 39 While Honduras is the first case for which this strategy has been tested, the MCC intends to make more use in the future of the Open Budget Index as an actionable governance indicator.
Conclusion
As this case study has shown, the Open Budget Initiative has had an impact on changing how the MCC works with regard to implementing its eligibility criteria. However, this impact has not come from advocating for policy change or from the Open Budget Index becoming an eligibility indicator on its own. Rather, the impact stems from the reputation of the Open Budget Index as a reliable source of information on budget transparency practices, which, in turn, can be used as an actionable governance indicator to measure governments' progress in controlling corruption. The Open Budget Initiative should expect to be offered assignments similar to that of the Honduras case in the near future.
Fiscal transparency's place in the broader U.K. transparency agenda
The U.K.'s transparency and accountability policy agenda has been around for some years, although the 2010 change in government has increased attention to these issues. The agenda is closely linked to a greater need to show results and value for money, which, in turn, is linked to increasing public pressure on the U.K. Department for International Development (DFID) to justify its use of tax money in an era of austerity. 40 U.K. citizens' attitudes toward aid appear to have deteriorated, which is not surprising given that the public is bombarded daily with news about budget cuts, the financial crisis, and high levels of unemployment. In a recent survey, 63 percent of respondents thought aid needed to be cut to help deal with the budget deficit and over half of the respondents did not support the coalition government's policy of ring-fencing aid spending. 41 With a skeptical public, DFID is under more pressure than ever to justify every pound used, and in that environment the agency has embraced the transparency agenda, both concerning aid transparency and concerning transparency in recipient countries. According to a DFID representative, "There is a strong commitment to transparency, and I think that a greater focus on budget transparency is a manifestation of this."
42 This commitment is reflected in DFID's Business Plan 2011-2015, which was based on the Prime Minister's governmentwide transparency commitment, the commitment to the International Aid Transparency Initiative, and the U.K. Aid Transparency Guarantee.
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The subsequent section will discuss recent changes to DFID's policy on budget support, and, in particular, DFID's heightened attention to transparency in recipient countries.
U.K. Department for International Development: using budget transparency as an assessment criterion linked to budget support
In early 2011 DFID went through a process of refreshing its guidelines on budget support, resulting in the document titled "Implementing DFID's Strengthened Approach to Budget Support: Technical Note." This "policy refresh" was not a fundamental change in DFID's budget support policy, but rather an update to the guidelines on how budget support should be implemented.
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A focus on budget transparency as part of increased attention to domestic accountability There used to be three assessment criteria linked to U.K. budget support: 1) progress on poverty reduction and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs); 2) respect for human rights and other international obligations, and 3) improving public financial management, promoting good governance and transparency, and fighting corruption. While these three criteria remain intact after the policy refresh, DFID's strengthened approach to budget support adds a fourth criterion: the "separate partnership commitment on domestic accountability." This partnership commitment seeks to enhance transparency by ensuring that partner governments make relevant information on government policies, budgets, and accounts available and accessible to citizens. 45 This is where budget transparency comes into the policy picture in the most explicit way.
According to DFID's new approach, assessing the new partnership commitment on domestic accountability will be done by drawing on a range of data. DFID will use its Country Governance Analysis and joint-monitoring frameworks with partner governments. It also will draw on international indicators, such as the Open Budget Index, the Worldwide Governance Indicators and Freedom House Indicators, and, where possible, complement these datasets with information gathered at the country level. 46 In short, in the past year DFID has brought forward budget transparency as part of its new assessment criteria, as well as incorporated the Open Budget Index as one key indicator to be used in the process of assessing compliance. The next section will focus on the decision-making process leading up to the budget support policy refresh and its heightened focus on budget transparency.
The decision-making process and the role of the Open Budget Initiative
In early 2011 the U.K. Aid Network -an umbrella organization for civil society involved in international development -wrote that the budget support policy refresh was based on a request by Andrew Mitchell, formerly the Conservative Party spokesman for international development and U.K. Secretary of State since the 2010 elections, with the purpose of making the U.K.'s budget support better focused on results and maximizing value for money. 47 Mitchell not only initiated DFID's policy refresh on budget support but also has been a driving force behind DFID's heightened focus on domestic accountability.
The emphasis on domestic accountability has been around for some years and has become institutionalized at the political level. In 2009, ahead of the 2010 elections, the Conservative Party published its Green Paper on International Development that included a commitment, along with funding for budget support, to earmark 5 percent of budget support to domestic accountability stakeholders in countries receiving U.K budget support. 48 The same commitment can be found in the previous government's 2009 White Paper on International Development, although it is believed that this issue was heavily pushed through by the Conservative Party.
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This political focus on domestic accountability as part of a results and value for money agenda can also be seen in Britain's approach to influencing the new policy of the European Commission around budget support. During the 2010-2011 consultation process, the U.K. commented on the need for the commission's budget support program to, among other things, strengthen domestic accountability in partner countries by focusing on budget transparency as an eligibility criterion.
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This strong political will emerging from the top most probably affected the shape of the consultation process leading up to DFID refreshing its budget support guidelines. Most of the consultations were between DFID and its country offices, as well as those with other U.K. government departments, and other European countries like Sweden and Norway that give budget support.
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Civil society organizations' formal role in the decision-making process can be characterized as being less driven by advocacy efforts and more of a box-ticking exercise on the part of DFID. While DFID had informed the U.K. Aid Network that a process to refresh its budget support guidelines was taking place well before the process was completed, and had promised to have a discussion with the umbrella organization, that promised discussion never fully materialized. In fact, the U.K. Aid Network was offered consultation only once the policy had been signed off by the Secretary of State. To get a chance to voice its concerns and influence the policy before the consultation process had come to an end, the U.K. Aid Network, on behalf of various civil society organizations, submitted a briefing paper to DFID. In March 2011 DFID finally met with civil society, but only to inform them about the new policy rather than include them as part of the consultation process.
52 It is thus fair to conclude that formal advocacy efforts by civil society were not the driving force behind DFID's new approach to budget support.
Nevertheless, advocacy on a more informal level did take place between the Open Budget Initiative and DFID leading up to the policy refresh. However, because the Open Budget Initiative did not have a formal advocacy action plan vis-à-vis DFID, it is difficult to trace the extent to which the Open Budget Initiative was able to directly influence DFID's budget support policy refresh. Nonetheless, DFID representatives were able to identify some points at which the Open Budget Initiative may have influenced some of the decisions around the refresh.
For instance, the Open Budget Initiative presented the findings of the Open Budget Survey 2010 and engaged in extensive discussions around recommendations for donors based on these findings at DFID's offices in October 2010. While few attended the presentation, all the key people from the DFID London offices responsible for the budget support policy refresh were there, including governance advisors Stefan Kossoff and Alan Hudson, and the chair, Mark Robinson. Robinson had for many years been engaged in budget transparency issues and was a strong internal supporter on these issues. In terms of influencing DFID's choice to include budget transparency and the Open Budget Index in its new policy, Alan Hudson argues that, in addition to being very timely, the Open Budget Initiative's October 2010 presentation "helped increase awareness within DFID about the Open Budget Index and gave it a bit of an added momentum." 53 Following the presentation at DFID, another U.K. release of the index was hosted by the think-tank Overseas Development Institute (ODI), which is a leading voice in U.K. development policy and is very well regarded by DFID.
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The October 2010 presentation at DFID in particular appears to have been an important factor in shaping the budget support policy refresh in terms of its focus on budget transparency and the use of the Open Budget Index as an assessment tool. While there is no documentation around this policy process that proves the link between efforts by the Open Budget Initiative and DFID policy, Hudson explained that "when there were subsequent meetings about the budget support policy refresh, and when people were sitting around thinking about what sort of issues might be included in the policy refresh, then people remembered the presentation and the fact that the Open Budget Index exists." 55 Moreover, throughout the years, the Open Budget Initiative has actively disseminated resources to DFID, which appears to have had an impact on increasing awareness at DFID. According to Hudson: "Whenever the Open Budget Initiative does their survey, they produce a glossy selection of documents, which explain what the survey is, the findings etc. I have received them on two or three occasions so I think that they are reasonably well distributed around DFID. So people at DFID will see them every couple of years and be reminded about the existence of the Open Budget Index." 56 Finally, the Open Budget Index also received some positive press coverage in the U.K. right before the budget support policy refresh was finalized, which may have reminded decision makers once again of the merits of the index. In October 2010 Jonathan Glennie from the ODI wrote in the Guardian that "there is one area where there is consensus across the board, from donors to recipients, civil society to private sector: that budget information should be put into the public domain. It is hard to think of anything that is more important for poverty reduction and development." He went on to state that the 2010 Open Budget Index had recently been published. 57 In addition, Dr. Joachim Wehner, from the London School of Economics, stated in a blog posting that the Open Budget Index is the "only comprehensive assessment of fiscal transparency that is conducted independent of government and at regular intervals. focus on value for money and results, DFID faces more pressure to provide justification for the projects and programs it supports. DFID, therefore, has been encouraged to present its projects and programs increasingly in formats like business cases and with a stronger emphasis on formal processes and assessments. 59 For example, DFID Uganda's Business Case from August 2011 uses improvements in the Open Budget Index as a justification for certain interventions. "Evidence that accountability projects work can be extrapolated from improvement of PEFA scores in Uganda. In addition, Uganda's Open Budget Index score rose from 31 in 2006 to 55 in 2010; the highest score in East Africa and above the global average of 42."
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At the same time, unlike the MCC, DFID does not set objective and quantifiable minimum governance quality thresholds that countries must reach before being provided with budget support. Instead, it increasingly used measures of the trends, progress, and commitment made at country level. According to a DFID representative, "we try to avoid absolutes in terms of applying conditionality. Instead we focus on assessing the trajectory countries are on, focusing on what countries have actually done on a case-by-case basis." 61 Of course, such a flexible approach to measuring progress is bound to involve some discretionary decisions on the part of DFID with regard to which countries are on a positive trajectory and which countries are not. This discretionary element will presumably be better justified with the help of indicators such as the Open Budget Index. In the words of one DFID representative: "The fact that the Open Budget Index has a clear methodology and they come up with clear findings including numbers is attractive to DFID because it means that they can put the numbers into measuring progress."
62 Seen from this perspective, the Open Budget Index (and the other international data sources mentioned in the budget support policy document) can be seen as a tool that can help the DFID to better justify its choices with regard to giving budget support.
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Furthermore, since the Open Budget Index is the only independent and comparative international measure of budget transparency, and since DFID has funded three rounds of the index, it would have been the natural choice when such a tool was being sought. According to Gideon Rabinowitz from the U.K. Aid Network, the Open Budget Index has become the flagship for assessment on how transparent and accountable budget processes are. DFID, therefore, picked up on using it as a tool to assess progress on accountability.
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As Alasdair Wardhaugh states about DFID, "we think that the Open Budget Index is a very helpful source among a range of different sources. Therefore, we will make reference to it in our submissions for project approval." While the discussion so far has shown that at the agency level DFID has incorporated the Open Budget Index into its work on furthering domestic accountability in countries receiving U.K. budget support, this section will discuss whether and how this commitment is also implemented at country level. Since the DFID's policy refresh on budget support, two countries -Rwanda and Uganda -have signed new budget support agreements with DFID, and the respective DFID country offices are thus in a position to reflect on the implementation side of the budget support policy refresh.
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The Rwandan country office revealed that, apart from relying on DFID's technical note on how to assess the partnership commitment on domestic accountability, the office has also received accompanying internal guidance. This internal guidance, in turn, specifically mentions the Open Budget Index as an example of the kind of source that DFID can draw on to assess the commitment of partner governments to strengthening domestic accountability. 68 This shows that the headquarters of DFID is consistent in its internal communications about using the Open Budget Index.
In terms of motivations for using the Open Budget Index at country level, it appears that measuring progress on domestic accountability in practice translates into measuring progress on fighting corruption. According to DFID Uganda, "the Open Budget Index is one of the sources of information used in the Data Tracking Mechanism, which is a national tool that is used to assess corruption trends. We also use the Open Budget Index as a comparator tool in assessing how Uganda performs compared to other budget support countries." Using the index to assess corruption trends sounds very similar to the MCC's use of it as an actionable governance indicator.
The new partnership commitment on domestic accountability has also had some wider impact in raising the issue of domestic accountability at country level. According to DFIDUganda, the commitment has been highlighted both during and after budget support to Uganda was negotiated and agreed upon. For example, the September 2011 letter from the U.K. Secretary of State to the Ugandan Finance Minister that presented the terms of the budget support stated the importance of strengthening domestic accountability as one of the underlying partnership principles for the U.K.'s support.
Since then, budget support donors, with DFID at the forefront, have collectively lobbied the Ugandan government for a more transparent and credible budget on several occasions, including at a high-level Policy Coordination Committee meeting of Ugandan ministers, budget support heads of mission, and ambassadors. However, the new partnership commitment on domestic accountability is not the sole reason for the dialogue around budget transparency. According to DFID-Uganda, discussions around budget transparency were already taking place at country level before DFID's policy refresh. That said, DFID Uganda argued that the new partnership commitment on domestic accountability has contributed to a discussion around budget credibility, which is a central concern for DFID in Uganda.
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Since the policy refresh on budget support has only recently been enacted and no analyses or evaluations have been published, there exists little documentary evidence of the extent to which the Open Budget Index is used in practice to measure progress at country level. 70 As a preliminary analysis, however, we can look to two types of documents: budget support business cases for Rwanda and Uganda, and country operational plans, which have been written for a larger set of countries in which DFID operates.
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Both Rwanda's and Uganda's business cases refer to DFID's domestic accountability conditionality. For Rwanda, it states that compliance with the conditionality will be monitored through the general budget support relationship and program. For Uganda, it states that "data for assessing Government of Uganda performance will be taken from a range of sources, including Government of Uganda's own Annual Government Performance Report and Annual Budget Performance Report, civil society analytical reports and independent verification by the Technical Assistance Support Unit." Thus, while both business cases include the new partnership on domestic accountability, neither explicitly mention budget transparency or the use of the Open Budget Index in assessing progress on domestic accountability.
Finally, a series of country Operational Plans (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) were agreed upon and published in spring 2011, and all include a section on transparency.
72 This section outlines: DFID's obligations in relation to the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) and the U.K. Transparency Guarantee, what partner governments are encouraged to do, and what assistance DFID will give to accountability stakeholders at country level. However, in only one such plan (Rwanda) does DFID make explicit reference to the Open Budget Index. (See Annex 3 for DFID's country-specific text on budget transparency). Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that while domestic accountability is well covered, there is still little 69 Interview 11: Gloria Kempaka Mugambe, governance advisor, DFID-Uganda, 22 February 2012, provided answers to questions via email. DFID-Rwanda was asked similar questions about the discussions around budget transparency and domestic accountability in the process of agreeing to budget support. However, interviewee 9 (Nicholas Waddell, governance advisor, DFID-Rwanda, 26 January 2012, provided answers to questions via email) did not want to say too much about this issue because Rwanda is currently in the process of updating the Memorandum of Understanding for the U.K.'s provision of general budget support in Rwanda and details of the revision are currently under discussion. 70 According to Mugambe, assessment of the partnership commitment on domestic accountability will be assessed at least once a year before making the financial commitment for each financial year, and according to Waddell, results on progress at country level will be disseminated following midterm reviews and at the end of the operational plans. 71 Data for this analysis is taken from DFID's project database. Another source for analysis could be fiduciary risk assessments. In relation to the DFID's policy refresh on budget support, DFID published a Note on Managing Fiduciary Risk in June 2011, setting out how fiduciary risk at country level can be assessed and monitored. In this report, the Open Budget Index is cited as one of many tools that can be used to assess fiduciary risks. The extent to which the Open Budget Index has in practice been used in this regard, however, is difficult to assess since DFID does not publish its fiduciary risk assessments. 72 Operational Plan 2011-2015 (for Bangladesh, Burundi, Ghana, Kenya, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Sudan, Tanzania, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe) at www.dfid.gov.uk. evidence of how the implementation of this added conditionality will be assessed and reported on in practice.
Conclusion
The case study on DFID shows that the recent heightened focus on domestic accountability in partner countries, highlighted in the 2011 budget support policy refresh, emanated from the highest echelons of government, as opposed to being driven by civil society advocacy. However, the policy language with regard to budget transparency has clearly been influenced by the Open Budget Initiative's direct and indirect advocacy vis-à-vis DFID. Especially timely was the October 2010 presentation at DFID by the Open Budget Initiative and the fact that the 2010 Open Budget Index came out at a time when the new government was eager to refresh its policy on budget support. In terms of implementing the policy refresh, however, it is difficult at this point to say how and to what extent the Open Budget Index will be used to assess progress on domestic accountability.
Concluding remarks
The analysis of the three donor case studies covered in this report shows that the advocacy efforts by the Open Budget Initiative have had varied impact in changing policy debates and guidelines. For the U.S. Department of State, over the past few years the Open Budget Initiative has been active in policy circles and has directly engaged Congress through the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. It remains to be seen whether new legislation on fiscal transparency will come out of these efforts. The recent changes to the language in the annual Appropriations Act, which is broadly in line with recommendations made by the Open Budget Initiative, may have been influenced by advocacy efforts, although there was little contact between the Initiative and the Appropriations Committee.
In the case of the MCC, no such advocacy efforts can be linked to the MCC's recent use of the Open Budget Index. Instead, it was the MCC that initiated contact with the Open Budget Initiative in order to assess recent progress on budget transparency in Honduras. The Open Budget Initiative's success in this case was clearly based on having developed a respectable and stable methodology for its Open Budget Survey, which could be replicated and measured against a baseline, as well as having a network of local partners ready to carry out such analysis.
In the case of DFID in the U.K., there is anecdotal evidence of a causal association between active advocacy efforts by the Open Budget Initiative and DFID's heightened focus on budget transparency, especially as the Open Budget Initiative made a very timely visit to DFID's headquarters prior to the policy refresh on budget support. The Open Budget Initiative's influence in the case of DFID also comes from having successfully disseminated the Open Budget Survey 2010 and previous years' findings, making the Open Budget Index a well known and respected source of information from which progress on domestic accountability and fighting corruption at country level can be assessed.
In conclusion, this case study research shows that the success of the Open Budget Initiative resides in: 1) its formal and informal political advocacy efforts; 2) the Open Budget Index's consistent, rigorous, and respected methodology that can be used to assess levels of budget transparency and changes thereof, and as an actionable governance indicator; and 3) the fact that it produces a comparative measure of fiscal transparency that has been around for some years and has become well known in policy circles. Apart from these attributes, the recent success by the Open Budget Initiative in increasing attention to and driving stricter guidelines on budget transparency has undoubtedly been helped by the fact that transparency and accountability are very high on the political agendas in both the U.S. and the U.K. This broader policy agenda can, in turn, be attributed to such issues as domestic financial concerns, which have increased pressure on donor agencies to justify their spending decisions, and the wider calls for international financial integrity and good governance.
Annex 3: Implementing U.K. DFID's budget transparency provisions at the country level DFID Operational Plans 2011 -2015 Text related to budget transparency in partner country Bangladesh DFID will support the Government of Bangladesh to fulfill its commitments to transparency by supporting: public financial management reforms that facilitate transparency on budgetary information across government, strengthening parliamentary scrutiny.
Burundi
It is a priority for DFID to help improve the transparency of donor and Government of Burundi reporting on aid and budget plans and ensure that donor funding is more closely linked to government budgeting processes, which in turn are published, along with budget execution figures, and that the country's new Poverty Reduction Strategy contains commitment to transparency. Ghana DFID will promote transparency in Ghana by encouraging disclosure of information by public institutions in Ghana. This will include working with the Government of Ghana to improve the availability and usefulness to the public of information in the budget.
Kenya DFID Kenya will promote transparency by influencing government and non-governmental partners in-country to aspire to higher standards of transparency in order to scrutinize their activities, and hold them to account. Also DFID will support civil society organizations to make public official information more widely available in more usable formats that Kenyan citizens can use to demand for greater accountability for resources, and better delivery of services from various government institutions. Nepal DFID's public financial reform programs will build up national NGOs so that they can understand and contribute to fair and transparent government budgeting; carry out independent analysis and communication of government budgets to make them more accessible by citizens; track expenditure to make sure resources go where they are intended; hold public officials to account for mismanagement and corruption; monitor government services to ensure quality and fairness; and scrutinize public procurements for corruption. Nigeria DFID will promote transparency in Nigeria by promoting transparent government finance and accountable public institutions to help Nigerians hold decision makers to account; working with state houses of assembly to increase transparency and public access to information and debates; and supporting Nigerian civil society to assess the level of transparency of budget and financial management processes, and to improve transparency in the oil and gas sector.
Pakistan DFID will lead a dialogue with its partners on the transparency standards DFID would like them to adopt and what information DFID expects them to publish. This will become a key component of all new funding arrangements from 1 April 2011.
Rwanda
In Rwanda, DFID will discuss with the Government of Rwanda how the UK can help encourage greater public awareness of transparency as monitored by the global Open Budget Index.
Sierra Leona DFID will encourage the Government of Sierra Leone to improve its transparency including on government budget and expenditure. Continued support will be provided to civil society to enhance scrutiny of the Government budget and public financial management processes through the Budget Advocacy Network.
Somalia DFID will work with government officials to help them prioritize and manage revenue and donor support, and encourage them to be more transparent to their citizens about their budgets and plans.
South Sudan Through its relationships with the Government DFID will encourage greater transparency to citizens about budgets and the aid which they receive.
Tanzania DFID will support the Government of Tanzania in its commitment to make financial information accessible and useable by many Tanzanians (for example, by producing a simplified popular version of the national budget).
Vietnam DFID Vietnam will continue working together with the UK Embassy and other partners to promote greater transparency by the Government of Vietnam. We will use our influence and provide support to the Government to introduce the new Law on Access to Information, to improve disclosure of the State budget and expenditure, and transparency in key sectors such as construction, health and education.
Zimbabwe DFID will use its influence to encourage the Government of Zimbabwe to become more transparent to their own citizens about their budgets and the aid which they receive. 2. What impact did the OBI achieve?
Describe the changes in donor policies and guidelines related to budget transparency adopted by DFID/MCC/U.S. Department of State that form the focus of this case study, both at the global and the country level.
While the case study should focus on improvements in donor policies with regard to budget transparency as defined by the Open Budget Index, it should also consider other kinds of impacts, such as the opening of spaces for dialogue with donors and government, increased capacity and awareness of budget transparency issues in these agencies, and the use that these actors are making of Open Budget Initiative information.
What did the Open Budget Initiative and its partners do?
Describe the activities undertaken by the Open Budget Initiative and its partners in the period preceding the impact described in section 2 above. This should include:
-routine activities that form part of the Open Budget Survey; -targeted activities aimed at donor agencies; and -activities initiated by civil society organization partners at country level.
4. Were the changes in donor policies and practices due to the Open Budget Initiative and its partners?
Analyze whether and how the activities implemented contributed to the impact described above through a causal chain. This should include:
-A detailed description of how donor agencies responded to the work of the Open Budget Initiative and its partners. Who in donor agencies responded, and why did they respond in this way? -Were there specific parts of the advocacy activities that they responded to positively?
Were there any negative or counterproductive responses, and what motivated these?
Explaining the impact
Which factors played a role in facilitating or impeding the impact of the Open Budget Initiative and its partners? Two categories of explanatory factors should be considered:
− 
